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Polo Style with Optional Driver Assistance package shown.



The Volkswagen Polo has made a name for itself as the complete small 
car – stylish and fun to drive with a level of refinement unmatched in  
its class. The Polo displays all these attributes and more.

Combining innovation with a bold design statement and premium fit and 
finish, the Polo marks the next step in the evolution of Volkswagen’s 
ever-popular small car.
 
A glance at Volkswagen’s latest offering proves the Polo combines the 
best of old and new. Unmistakably a Polo, the sixth-generation version is 
nevertheless more masculine and expressive in its appearance, with its 
longer wheelbase, lower bonnet height and new arrow-shaped tornado 
line all distinguishing features. 

The vehicle’s bigger dimensions have allowed a raft of improvements, 
such as an increase in ride comfort, bigger boot space (an outstanding  
25 per cent more), variable floor height in the boot and split/folding rear 
seats, all giving the Polo an assured and dynamic presence. 

The Polo’s traditional design cues remain, but new elements have been 
added to modernise and impress. As well as incorporating a trapezoidal-
shaped bumper and LED daytime driving lights, the Polo has a new 
diffuser integrated into the bumper. A range of eye-catching alloy 
wheels, including 16” Sebring alloy wheels (optional R-Line package), 
add to the Polo’s exciting new look. 
 
Charismatic from every angle and featuring a suite of driver assistance 
systems to make every drive not only more enjoyable but safer and more 
efficient. Volkswagen’s Polo is the definitive example of affordable small 
car fun. Polo Style with Optional Driver Assistance package shown.

The Polo.
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Technology and Safety 4

Technology and Safety

The technology in the Polo makes every drive an invigorating one. 

The Polo's elegant and functional 8” touchscreen Composition Media infotainment 
system is an example of the premium placed on entertainment. Incorporating multiple 
USB ports and six speakers. Plus the Style offers integrated Satellite Navigation and 
Wireless Charging. Putting a world of infotainment right at the driver's fingertips. 

App-Connect~ technology in the Polo allows you access to selected smartphone apps via 
Apple CarPlay®, Android Auto™ and MirrorLink®. 

Impressive technology in the Polo doesn’t just make it enjoyable to drive, it also makes 
the Polo exceedingly safe. 

Drivers can take comfort in the knowledge that a number of active safety systems are 
incorporated as standard to ensure every journey is a safe one. Among them are Front 
Assist with City Emergency Brake (City EB)* and Pedestrian Monitoring*, which uses a 
radar sensor discreetly located behind the Volkswagen logo to detect an imminent 
collision and help avoid or mitigate a potential impact.

Driver Fatigue Detection* and Multi-collision brakes are other ingenious safety devices 
that can help save lives. 

Other driver aids are there to assist you every time you get behind the wheel. The Polo’s Low 
Tyre Pressure Indicator issues a warning if ever a tyre needs air, while Rear View Camera 
(RVC)* provides the helping hand you need when reversing into a tight parking space. 

02

03

01 App-Connect featuring Apple CarPlay®

02 Centre console with wireless charging+

03  Front Assist with City Emergency Brake (City EB) and Pedestrian Monitoring* 
functions

01

*Safety technologies are designed to assist the driver, but should not be used as a substitute for safe driving practices.  
~App-Connect is compatible for selected apps with the latest smartphone versions of iOS and Android, active data service, 
and connection cable (sold separately).
+Available only on Style variant and part of an optional package on GTI



Exterior

The Polo takes its design architecture from each of the generations that precede it while 
incorporating new style cues that make it more contemporary, confident and expressive.

Bigger in length and width and with a longer wheelbase, this Polo is nevertheless slightly 
lower than the one before it, lending the Polo a forthright presence from every angle. When 
viewed in profile, the Polo’s longer roofline that transitions into a roof spoiler provides an air 
of elegance, while longer side windows and a forward-reaching rear pillar add to the 
impression of extra length. 
 
Eye-catching alloy wheels give the Polo a distinctive look, with 16” Las Minas alloy wheels 
available in the Style variant.

From the front, expressive body lines that run the length of the bonnet and finish at the 
radiator grille give the Polo a confident air, as does the grille cross-bar in body colour paint 
that joins the headlights on the left and right.

Other stylish additions to the Polo include trapezoidal-shaped tail lights that are worked into 
the shoulder section of the car as well as a new diffuser integrated into the bumper.

The Polo is as functional as it is visually striking, with a number of clever features added to 
improve driver convenience. Electrically heated and adjustable exterior mirrors are a standard 
inclusion across the Polo range, while automatic headlight function and rain sensing wipers 
(available in the Comfortline and Style variants) take the hassle out of using the Polo’s 
switchgear when driving conditions change. 
 

01 15” full wheel cover

02 15” Sassari alloy wheel in Brilliant Silver

03 16” Sebring alloy wheels (optional R-Line package) 

04 16” Las Minas alloy wheels 

01 02

0403
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6Interior
Polo Comfortline with optional R-Line and Driver Assistance packages shown.



Interior

The Polo has its sights set on the future with a bold dashboard design that reimagines 
how driver and car interact.

In place of the traditional vertically oriented dashboard is a refreshed layout that puts 
key features such as the Polo’s infotainment system directly within the driver’s line of 
sight. This appealing new horizontal ‘cross-panel’ dashboard in the Polo is trimmed 
with metallic grey accents and blends seamlessly with the front doors. 

The Style variant presents a premium offering with gloss dashboard trim, Comfort 
Sport front seats with leatherette detailing and black headlining.

A sense of spaciousness prevails within the Polo's cabin, while creature comforts such 
as height adjustment for the front seats and leather multi-function steering wheel 
making both the driver and passenger feel right at home.

The Polo’s luggage compartment is similarly roomy. With generous boot space 
available, you’ll never have any trouble transporting suitcases or bulky packages.  
Plus, the Polo’s practical split/folding rear seat backrest means odd-shaped items can 
be stowed easily.

02

01 60/40 split/fold rear seat 

02 Comfort sport front seats with lumbar adjustment+

01

Interior7

+ Available only on Style variant



Interior 8
Polo Style with Optional Driver Assistance package shown.



Polo GTI 

The Polo GTI balances striking design with instant recognition. 
Every element of the GTI – from its signature GTI honeycomb 
grille, lower air intake, and red brake calipers to the iconic GTI 
badging - has been designed to impress. Distinctive 17” alloy 
wheels, velvet red decorative inserts and sport front seats are 
additional Polo GTI hallmarks, while red headlight accents create  
a fresh sporty profile. 

The Polo GTI’s exhilarating 2.0-litre TSI turbocharged engine 
delivers 147kw of power, pushing it from 0-100km in a mere  
6.7 seconds, whilst the 6 speed Direct Shift Gearbox (DSG)  
excites with lightning-fast gear changes. 

Polo GTI9

01 02

03

01 Polo GTI Sport Monitor

02 17’ Milton Keynes alloy wheels

03 Polo GTI console with DSG gear lever and Keyless Access engine start button



Polo GTI 10

Several features work together to make the Polo GTI even more 
exciting to drive. Extended Electronic Differential Lock (XDL) allows 
you to take corners with confidence, while the addition of Sport Select 
suspension as standard helps stiffen the vehicle’s suspension (via 
electronically adjustable dampers) and alters the steering weight, 
accelerator response and sound actuator to produce a driving 
experience nothing short of enthralling.

The Polo GTI introduces new features including dual zone climate 
control air conditioning, LED interior lighting and taillights as well as  
a Polo first with the convenience of Keyless Access and power folding 
door mirrors to help in tight situations. 

Bring your personality to the forefront and make your Polo GTI uniquely 
yours with the optional Driver Assistance package, Sound & Vision and 
Luxury packages.

GTI with optional Luxury and Sound & Vision Packages shown



Polo GTI with optional driver assistance and luxury packages shown11
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*Safety technologies are designed to assist the driver, but should not be used as a substitute for safe driving practices. 

Optional Packages

Even in standard trim the Polo packs a punch when it comes to innovation and levels 
of equipment. That’s not to say you can’t add extra features to make your Polo even 
more unique. 

By choosing to include the optional Driver Assistance package (Comfortline and Style 
variants) drivers can rest assured an assortment of advanced safety technology is 
there for them when they need it most. 

Included in the package is Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)*, which helps the Polo 
maintain a safe distance between traffic ahead, and Blind Spot Monitor*, which uses 
radar sensors in the rear bumper to monitor when a vehicle is in the Polo’s blind spot. 
In addition to this, the package also includes Park Assist*, Manoeuvre Braking*,  
Multi-collision brake and Driver Fatigue Detection*. 

Power folding door mirrors are a practical inclusion in the optional Driver Assistance 
package and can help protect your Polo from nasty side-swipes when parked in  
a tight space. 

The optional R-Line package (available for the Comfortline variant) includes the iconic 
R-Line exterior styling, 16 inch alloy wheels, lowered sports suspension and dark 
tinted windows and rear window glass to take your Polo to the next level in terms of 
style and class.

01

02

03

01 Polo Comfortline with R-Line package shown

02 Blind Spot Monitor

03 Park Assist

Optional Packages13



GTI Optional Packages

Along with the Driver Assistance package, the GTI also 
offers the Sound & Vision package introducing a new 
level of technology and design to the Polo.  
This includes Active Info Display, Discover Media 
satellite navigation system, Beats premium audio 
system to provide a clean and distortion free music 
playback, and wireless inductive phone charging. 

Also available for the Polo GTI is the optional Luxury 
package which takes comfort and styling one step 
further with Art Velour microfleece upholstery,  
LED headlights, a panoramic glass sunroof, 18 inch 
Brescia alloy wheels and dark tinted window glass. 

04 GTI with optional Luxury package shown

Optional Packages 14
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Colour & Upholstery15

01 Cloth Titanium Black (Trendline variant only) 

02 Comfort Cloth Titanium Black (Comfortline variant only)

03 Comfort Sport Cloth Titanium Black-Grey (Style variant only)

Please note that Metallic and Pearl Effect paint are optional at extra cost. The print process does not allow for exact reproduction of the exterior or the upholstery colours. 
Please contact your Volkswagen Dealer for further information on colours and upholstery combinations.

01

03

02

Overseas models shown for illustration purposes only. 

Polo Colours & Upholstery

The Polo features a selection of upholstery options, all of them 
appealing to the eye and soft to the touch. Cloth Titanium Black is 
available in the Trendline variant, Comfort Cloth Titanium Black is  
a feature in the Comfortline variant and Titanium Black-Grey Comfort 
Sport cloth is available in the Style grade.

Among the eye-catching paint colours on offer in the Polo will be 
Energetic Orange Metallic, Reef Blue Metallic and Reflex Silver 
Metallic. Limestone Grey Metallic, Pure White and Deep Black Pearl 
Effect paint options are also available. 

Energetic Orange MetallicPure White

Limestone Grey MetallicReflex Silver Metallic

Reef Blue MetallicDeep Black Pearl Effect



Polo GTI Colour & Upholstery 16

Polo GTI Colours & Upholstery

The Polo GTI has an array of colours to help you stand out 
including Pure White, Flash Red, Limestone Grey Metallic and Reef 
Blue Metallic. 

Avaliable with the Polo GTI is the GTI ‘Clark’ tartan sport cloth 
upholstery and in the optional Luxury package is the inclusion of 
Art Velour Microfleece/leatherette seat upholstery^Δ. 

01 GTI 'Clark' tartan sport cloth

02 Art Velour Microfleece/leatherette seat upholstery^Δ

03 Velvet Red Inlay 

04 Deep Iron Grey Inlay^*

ΔLeatherette consists wholly of artificial leather. 
^Optional, at extra cost. 
*Special order only.
Please note that Metallic and Pearl Effect paint are optional at extra cost. The print process does not allow for exact reproduction of the exterior or the upholstery colours. 
Please contact your Volkswagen Dealer for further information on colours and upholstery combinations.

01

03

02

04

Overseas models shown for illustration purposes only. 

Flash RedDeep Black Pearl Effect

Reef Blue MetallicPure White

Limestone Grey Metallic



Accessories

Volkswagen Genuine Accessories ensures your Volkswagen remains 100% Volkswagen. The extensive range of Polo Genuine Accessories provides you 
with the opportunity to adapt your Polo even more precisely to your individual needs. From interior to exterior solutions, Volkswagen Genuine 
Accessories perfectly compliment your Polo. For the full range, please visit www.volkswagen.com.au/en/owners/volkswagen-accessories.html.

Overseas models are shown for illustrative purposes only. Optional accessories are available at an extra cost. Please note that the above accessories may have an effect on fuel efficiency. Items 
such as tablets and sports equipment are for illustration purposes only and are not available for purchase from Volkswagen Group Australia or its dealers.  
For a full range of Volkswagen Genuine Accessories, please visit www.volkswagen.com.au.

01. Loadliner

Part.no 2G0061162

04 Loading sill protection plate

Part.no 2G0061195

02. Sunblinds

Part.no 2G0064365

05 Door sill protection plate

Part.no 2G0071303A (Not for Polo GTI)

03. Slimline weathershields

Part.no 2G0072193

06 Tailgate protective strip

Part.no 2G0071360

01

04

02

05

03

06

Comfort & Protection

Sports & Design

Accessories17

https://www.volkswagen.com.au/en/owners/volkswagen-accessories.html
https://www.volkswagen.com.au/en.html


09. Bicycle carrier

Part.no 000071128F

10. Kayak carrier

Part.no 1K0071127A

0908 10

Overseas models are shown for illustrative purposes only. Optional accessories are available at an extra cost. Please note that the above accessories may have an effect on fuel efficiency. Items such as tablets and sports 
equipment are for illustration purposes only and are not available for purchase from Volkswagen Group Australia or its dealers. For a full range of Volkswagen Genuine Accessories, please visit www.volkswagen.com.au.

011. Surfboard carrier

Part.no 000071120HA

07. Premium roof box 340L

Part.no 000071200AD

14. Tablet holder

12. Ski & snowboard carrier

Part.no 3B0071129G

15. Coat hanger 16. Folding table with cup holder

13. Urban loader roof box

Part.no 000071200AF

17. Bag hook

121107 13

161514 17

Transport

Travel & Comfort

Accessories 18

08. Roofbars
When the roof bars are mounted to the vehicle, the 
sunroof cannot be operated

Part.no 2G0071126

https://www.volkswagen.com.au/en.html


5 Year Warranty19

Peace of Mind

5 years
Unlimited Kilometre

 Warranty

1 year
Roadside Assist

At Volkswagen, we pride ourselves on 
the highest quality standards that 
come with German engineering.  

We back this commitment with a 5 
year unlimited kilometre warranty on 
all new Volkswagen vehicles*.

Every new Volkswagen comes with a 1 
year Roadside Assist membership^. 

That’s 24 hour roadside assistance, 
emergency accommodation, car 
rental and towing as well as property 
and other assistance, all included for 
added peace of mind. 

Assured
Service Pricing

Assured Service Pricing# gives you the 
transparency of knowing how much 
your service will cost up front. 

Our Volkswagen Dealers have access to 
the latest diagnostic equipment and 
tools. Plus, they use Volkswagen 
Genuine Parts® to ensure your 
Volkswagen stays a Volkswagen.  

You’re in safe hands at your Volkswagen 
Dealer when it comes to servicing. 

*Conditions and exclusions apply, see https://www.volkswagen.com.au/en/owners/warranty.html. Your rights under this warranty are provided in addition to, and in some cases overlap with, consumer guarantees under the Australian Consumer Law and 
do not limit or replace them.
^Volkswagen Roadside Assist is provided by AWP Australia Pty Ltd ABN 52 097 227 177 trading as Allianz Global Assistance, under an arrangement with Volkswagen Group Australia Pty Limited ABN 14 093 117 876. Conditions and exclusions apply, see 
https://www.volkswagen.com.au/en/owners/roadside-assist.html. 
†Volkswagen Care Plans are available at participating Volkswagen Dealers for all models and covers standard items as contained in each scheduled service interval only. These Care Plans can only be purchased prior to the first scheduled service and up 
to 22,500 km/15 months (whichever occurs first) for all models except Volkswagen Crafter models, which is 30,000 km/15 months (whichever occurs first). The timeframe takes effect from when the vehicle is first reported in our system as ‘sold’.  
Discount structure varies by model. For details of what is not included in a scheduled service, please refer to the program terms and conditions available here: https://www.volkswagen.com.au/en/owners/volkswagen-care-plans.html
#Assured Service Pricing applies to the first 5 standard scheduled services of your vehicle which are scheduled to occur at every 15,000 km/12 month interval (whichever occurs first) or for Volkswagen Crafter models only, 20,000 km/12 month interval 
(whichever occurs first). On or before 31 December each year, Volkswagen will publish the maximum price for a specified Scheduled Service that will be applicable from, and remain fixed for, the following calendar year only. For details on the Eligible 
Model List, pricing, items not included and for full terms and conditions, please see https://au.volkswagen.com.au/service-pricing-guide.  

Volkswagen
Care Plans

Volkswagen Care Plans† have you 
covered for your first 3 or 5 scheduled 
services, providing you significant 
savings off the total Assured Service 
Pricing RRP. It’s convenient, hassle-
free scheduled servicing easily 
available for purchase at your local 
Volkswagen Dealer.

https://www.volkswagen.com.au/en/owners/warranty.html
https://www.volkswagen.com.au/en/owners/roadside-assist.html
https://www.volkswagen.com.au/en/owners/volkswagen-care-plans.html
https://au.volkswagen.com.au/service-pricing-guide/


20Volkswagen Choice

^The Volkswagen Choice Program consists of an option to return the vehicle to Volkswagen Financial Services (VFS)** at the end of the term and require VFS to purchase the vehicle at price known as the Guaranteed Future Value (GFV) as determined 
by VFS . At the end of the term, you can elect to: (1) trade-in the vehicle; (2) exercise the option to return the vehicle; or (3) retain the vehicle by paying the GFV, which is a lump sum owed to VFS  at the end of the loan term after all repayments have 
been made. You will be liable for any loan contract deficit and additional charges, if you exceed the nominated kilometre allowance and/or the vehicle is not in an acceptable condition. Available on new and demonstrator Volkswagen vehicles for 
selected models. Contact your nearest Volkswagen dealer to verify eligible vehicles for this program. Fleet, government, rental buyers, hire car and chauffeur companies excluded.

**VFS is trading name of Volkswagen Financial Services Pty Ltd ABN 20 097 071 460, Australian Credit Licence 389344.

Volkswagen Choice

Naturally we understand that your 
Volkswagen represents a valuable 
investment, so we understand that 
you want to maintain it in premium 
condition. Volkswagen Choice^ is 
a finance program tailored to the 
requirements of Volkswagen owners 
by providing assurance around your 
Volkswagen’s future value^, whilst 
offering simple monthly instalment 
financing options.

Whether you are selecting your new 
Volkswagen for business or personal 
use, you can choose the contract term 
that best suits your requirements.  
Enjoy the confidence that comes from 
having locked in a minimum value up 
front to be attributed to your vehicle at 
the end of your contract^. There are also 
no account keeping fees with a fixed 
interest rate.

Trade in
If you wish to trade-in your 
Volkswagen for a new vehicle, 
all you need to do is return 
it to the dealership. If the 
trade-in value is higher than 
the Guaranteed Future Value^, 
you can use this equity towards 
your new vehicle purchase.

Retain
If you prefer to retain your 
Volkswagen, simply let us 
know. Provided that you also 
meet the relevant payment 
obligations under your contract, 
you can purchase your vehicle 
outright for the Guaranteed 
Future Value price locked in 
at the start of the contract^. 
Then your Volkswagen is yours 
to keep. Or you can choose to 
refinance your balloon at the 
end of the term.

Return
All you need to do is hand 
your car back and, if the 
vehicle meets the agreed 
kilometre and fair wear and tear 
requirements^, you will have no 
more to pay.

Step 2

Choose your preferred term from between 12  
and 48 months, along with an annual km allowance  
and repayment options that suit your lifestyle.

Step 1 Choose your favourite Volkswagen model.

Step 3 
At the end of your chosen term, select from  
one of the three below end of term options:



Trendline Comfortline 
Specification highlights in addtion to Trendline

Style 
Specification highlights in addtion to Comfortline

GTI 
Specification highlights in addtion to Comfortline

1.0L TSI 70kW 1.0L TSI 85kW 1.0L TSI 85kW 2.0L TSI 147kW

• 15” steel wheels with full wheel covers
• Front Assist with City Emergency Brake 

and Pedestrian Monitoring*
• Driver Fatigue Detection*
• Low tyre pressure indicator
• Multi-Function Display (MFD Plus)
• Leather multi-function steering wheel
• 8” infotainment system 
• App-Connect~ with 2 x USB ports
• Bluetooth® phone connectivity
• Rear View Camera (RVC)*
• Cruise control
• Air conditioning
• Height adjustment for front seats
• Power windows 
• Electrically heated and adjustable  

exterior mirrors

• 15” alloy wheels
• Automatic headlight function 
• Rain sensing wipers 
• Auto dimming rear-view mirror
• Front centre armrest
• Comfort cloth upholstery
• 2 x rear USB ports

• 16” alloy wheels
• Climate control air conditioning
• Active Info Display
• 8” satellite navigation system
• beats premium audio system
• Wireless phone charging
• Comfort sport seats in front             
• Carpet mats in front and rear
• Dark tinted rear side and rear window glass 
• Decorative inserts in Deep Iron Metallic 
• Black headlining
• Front seat lumbar adjustment  
• LED tail lights, dark red 

• 17” alloy wheels
• Sport Select suspension
• Extended Electronic Differential Lock (XDL)
• GTI body styling
• Front fog lights
• Dual chrome exhaust tail pipes
• ‘Clark’ sport cloth upholstery
• Sport front seats
• Velvet Red matte decorative inserts 
• Gearshift paddles
• Alarm system
• Aluminium finish pedals
• Dual zone climate control air conditioning
• LED interior lighting and tail lights
• Keyless Access
• Power folding mirrors 

5 Speed Manual or 7 Speed DSG 6 Speed Manual or 7 Speed DSG 7 Speed DSG 6 Speed DSG

Optional Metallic and Pearl Effect paint finishes

Optional Driver Assistance package*
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), Blind Spot Monitor with Rear Traffic Alert, Park Assist, power folding door mirrors (standard GTI)  

and proactive occupant protection system

Optional R-Line package
R-Line exterior styling, 16” alloy wheels, 

lowered sports suspension and dark tinted 
rear window glass 

Optional Sound & Vision package 
Active Info Display, Discover Media navigation 

system, beats premium audio system and 
wireless phone charging

Optional Luxury package 
Art Velour Microfleece/leatherette seat 

upholstery#, heated front seats, LED 
headlights, panoramic glass sunroof, 18” alloy 

wheels and dark tinted rear window glass 

Specification Highlights
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For a comprehensive list of features and specifications, please refer to www.volkswagen.com.au 

*Safety technologies are designed to assist the driver, but should not be used as a substitute for safe driving practices. 
~App-Connect is compatible for selected apps with the latest smartphone versions of iOS and Android, active data service,and connection cable (sold separately).
#Leatherette consists wholly of artificial leather. 

https://www.volkswagen.com.au/en.html


22Polo Style with Optional Driver Assistance package shown.
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Polo

Your Volkswagen Dealer.

Important information
Apple CarPlay® is a registered trade mark of Apple Inc. Android Auto™ is a registered trade mark of Google 
Inc. MirrorLink® is a registered trade mark of Car Connectivity Consortium LLC. Bluetooth® is a registered 
trade mark of Bluetooth SIG Inc. Alcantara® is a registered trade mark of Alcantara S.p.A   

Volkswagen is distributed by Volkswagen Group Australia Pty Ltd (ABN 14 093 117 876) of 24 Muir Road 
Chullora, NSW 2190. Specifications are as planned at November 2019, for Model Year 2020 and are subject 
to change without notice or obligation. All information is this specification sheet is correct at the time of 
publication, however variations may occur from time to time and Volkswagen, in so far as it is permitted by 
law to do so, shall not be liable in any way as a result of any reliance by any person on anything contained 
in this brochure sheet. Authorised Volkswagen Dealers will provide up-to-date information on model 
application, design feature, prices, and availability on request.




